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Introduction {#sec1}
============

In 1918, a novel H1N1 influenza virus, at least partially avian in origin, emerged and killed ∼50 million people worldwide ([@bib37], [@bib38], [@bib41], [@bib45]). Influenza viruses can quickly generate within-host genetic diversity due to their high mutation rates, rapid replication, and large population sizes, facilitating adaptation to new environments and host species ([@bib1], [@bib7], [@bib16], [@bib26], [@bib28], [@bib33]). Defining how natural selection and genetic bottlenecks shape avian influenza virus adaptation to mammals is critical for understanding how pandemics occur and identifying potentially zoonotic viruses in nature.

Transmission bottlenecks can define subsequent viral evolution. We showed that positive selection for specific hemagglutinin (HA) variants caused a strong bottleneck during evolution of ferret-transmissible reassortant H5N1 viruses (incorporating avian virus HA in a human H1N1 virus backbone) ([@bib44]). Another study showed that founder effects, random nonselective processes, drive bottlenecks during mammal-adapted seasonal influenza virus transmission in ferrets and guinea pigs ([@bib42]). The evolutionary forces acting as fully avian-derived influenza viruses evolve toward mammalian transmission have not been assessed.

Recently, members of our team ([@bib43]) examined the potential for a virus resembling the 1918 strain to re-emerge from wild bird reservoirs by generating an avian-derived reassortant virus with close sequence identity to the 1918 pandemic virus. In ferret passage, this "1918-like" virus acquired substitutions in HA and polymerase associated with altered tissue tropism, enhanced replication, and efficient transmissibility ([@bib43]). Here, we use deep sequencing to evaluate the evolutionary processes by which these viruses adapted to replication and transmission in mammals. No new transmission experiments were conducted for the present work, and all ferret nasal swabs were collected prior to the gain-of-function research pause.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Transmissible HA Variants Arise in Ferrets {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------------

1918-like avian viral replication was limited in directly inoculated animals, and neither virus nor specific antibodies were detected in contact ferrets ([@bib43]). Introducing the mammal-adapting substitution PB2 E627K enhanced replication ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, S1B, and S1E), but not transmission. To assess the impact of known mammalian-adapting mutations in HA on transmission of this virus, HA E190D and G225D (H3, mature peptide numbering) were introduced into the 1918-like avian/PB2 E627K virus, generating what we will term the "avian-like" "HA190D225D" virus. Deep sequencing showed that both HA E190D and G225D arose naturally before being introduced: each was detectable in one animal 5 days after inoculation with the 1918-like avian virus ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and 1B). HA E190D became dominant in all three animals inoculated with the 1918-like avian/PB2 E627K virus ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). The HA190D225D virus was transmitted in 1 of 3 ferret pairs ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C and S1F). To characterize mutations occurring in HA190D225D, we analyzed RNA isolated from stock viruses and from nasal secretions from all three index animals and the infected contact. We included stock viruses in this analysis both to define "input" viral populations and because even viruses created by reverse genetics can accumulate mutations during passage in culture. We enumerated all SNPs occurring at ≥1% frequency in each virus sequenced; we previously established that this conservative cutoff ensures that only bona fide mutations are considered ([@bib44]).Figure 1Enumerating HA Mutants in Inoculated and Transmitted Virus PopulationsSNPs present in ≥1% of viruses shown for each index (solid traces) and contact animal (dashed traces).(A and B) HA E190D (A) and G225D (B) became detectable in ferrets inoculated with the 1918-like avian virus.(C) HA E190D arose independently in all three animals inoculated with 1918-like avian/PB2627K.(D and E) HA mutations encoding S113N (D) and D265V (E) arose in the HA190D225D virus and were transmitted.(F) HA amino acids discussed in this study highlighted on the crystal structure of the human 1918 virus A/Brevig Mission/1/1918 (PDB: [2wrg](pdb:2wrg){#intref0020}). Green, residues 190 and 225; magenta, residues 113, 187, and 265. A human-type receptor is shown in yellow.(G--J) Frequencies of HA mutations in Mut virus encoding S113N (G), D265V (H), I187T (I), and G225D (J).

Sequencing revealed that two additional HA mutations arose and were transmitted. HA G400A, encoding serine-to-asparagine at amino acid 113 (S113N), was present in 3% of viruses in the HA190D225D stock and rose to 46%--75% in all three index animals by 3 days post-inoculation, declining on day 5 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D, solid traces). S113N was detected in 63% of viruses in the contact soon after transmission ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D, broken trace). The second mutation, HA A868T, encoded aspartate-to-valine at position 265 (D265V). D265V was not detectable in the virus stock above 1% but increased in frequency in all three index animals and was present in 40% of viruses transmitted to the contact ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). Both S113N and D265V are located near the base of the HA globular head ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F). Cloning and sequencing of full-length HA from day 5 showed that S113N and D265V were linked in a small fraction of viruses (2/20 \[10%\] clones in index and 1/32 \[3.125%\] in contact; [Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S2B).

Viruses were next isolated from the contact animal's nasal wash at day 9 post-contact and amplified on MDCK cells to produce the "Mut" stock virus, which was used to inoculate another three ferret pairs ([@bib43]). The Mut virus exhibited similar replication kinetics and pathogenicity to human-derived 1918 viruses and was transmitted in 2/3 pairs ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D and S1F) ([@bib43]). HA S113N and D265V were maintained at frequencies comparable to those in the inoculum ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G and 1H, solid traces). Another novel HA mutation, HA T634C, arose, encoding isoleucine-to-threonine at position 187 (I187T) near the receptor-binding pocket ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F). Present at 4% in the Mut stock virus, I187T rose to 32%--41% in all three index animals by day 5 post-inoculation and was fixed after transmission in contact animal 1 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}I). I187T was not transmitted to contact animal 3 but arose on day 9 post-contact. The rapid increase of I187T in all index animals and its independent re-generation in contact animal 3 strongly suggest that this mutation is advantageous. Indeed, all 17 publicly available human 1918 sequences have 187T, as do 310/338 full-length avian H1N1 HAs ([@bib30], [@bib31], [@bib34], [@bib36]).

S113N, D265V, and I187T were not all transmitted together. S113N was fixed in contact animal 3 after transmission, while D265V and I187T were undetectable ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G--1I, light blue broken traces). By contrast, D265V and I187T were fixed after transmission in contact animal 1, and S113N was undetectable ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G--1I, dark blue broken traces). Cloning and Sanger sequencing showed that S113N and D265V were linked at ≤33% frequency in Mut index animals 1 and 3 ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C and S3D); we cannot determine from these data why S113N and D265V were not transmitted together. Our results suggest that in this genetic context, HA 190D and 225D may benefit transmission, but multiple other SNPs may also bestow increased transmission efficiency.

Selection Maintains HA Polymorphism {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------

HA G225D is associated with a switch from α-2,3- to α-2,6-linked sialic acid receptor binding in H1N1 viruses ([@bib40], [@bib15]). Introducing HA190D and 225D into the 1918-like avian virus in the laboratory likely affected the evolutionary pathway these viruses followed, and we cannot know how evolution would have proceeded in their absence. Once introduced, HA 225D remained at or near fixation in all HA190D225D-infected animals ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Although G225D was present in 97% of the Mut stock virus, its frequency decreased to 72%--87% by day 5 post-inoculation in all three index animals ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}J, solid traces). Sequencing at day 5 revealed glycine at position 225 (225G) in 9%--15% of viruses ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B--S3D). Also, an asparagine (225N) was now encoded by 8%--13% of viruses in index animals 1 and 3 ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B--S3D). HA 225D was fixed after transmission in both contacts, but its frequency declined to 93% in contact 3 by day 9 ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}J). Indeed, by day 5 viruses encoded a mixture of 225D/225N in contact 1 and 225D/225N/225G in contact 3 ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B and S3C). Thus, G225D may be favored during transmission between hosts, but polymorphism at 225 seems to be tolerated within a host.

The upper respiratory tract contains a mixture of cell types with different sialic acid receptors ([@bib4], [@bib11], [@bib21], [@bib39]). Various anatomical sites and cell types may exert differing degrees of selective pressure favoring α-2,3- or α-2,6-tropic viruses ([@bib15]). HA 225N was identified in severe human infections during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic ([@bib14], [@bib19], [@bib20], [@bib46]). It enables binding to both α-2,6 and α-2,3 receptors and increases binding to non-sialylated glycans ([@bib20]). Diversity at position 225 may therefore be maintained due to balancing selection, which preserves multiple beneficial alleles in a population. Alternatively, increasing diversity at site 225 could be due to relaxation of selection, but this hypothesis would not explain the significant increase in nonsynonymous nucleotide diversity we observed in this region, as described below.

The inverse frequencies of S113N and D265V could similarly be explained by balancing selection. S113N was shown to compensate for a loss of HA heat stability due to substitutions E190D and G225D ([@bib43]), a phenotype associated with transmissibility in other influenza viruses ([@bib6], [@bib10], [@bib18]). D265V is located proximal to S113N ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F) and may serve a similar function in modulating heat stability. We hypothesize that during the early stages of mammalian adaptation, selective pressures (e.g., diverse receptor profiles, temperatures, and host factors) may promote accumulation and maintenance of a large number of mutations in HA that later can be selected by the new host environment ([@bib17], [@bib27]).

Low-Frequency Transmissible Polymerase Variants {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------------------------

Viral genome analysis revealed that two novel mutations arose in the polymerase complex. In one of the animals inoculated with HA190D225D, a G-to-A mutation occurred at PA nucleotide 781, encoding valine-to-methionine at amino acid 253 (V253M). PA V253M was present in only 9% of viruses on day 5 in the index animal but was detected at 73% in the contact shortly after transmission ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} A).Figure 2Enumerating Polymerase Variants in Inoculated and Transmitted VirusesSNPs present in ≥1% of viruses shown for each index (solid traces) and contact animal (dashed traces).(A and B) Frequencies of mutations in HA190D225D viruses encoding PA V253M (A) and PB2 A684D (B) are shown.(C and D) Frequencies of these same mutations in Mut viruses are shown: PA V253M (C), PB2 A684D (D).(E) A mutation encoding NP T252I became detectable at day 5 post-contact in contact animal 3.

A C-to-A mutation at PB2 nucleotide 2,078 encoded alanine-to-aspartate at amino acid 684 (PB2 A684D). PB2 A684D was never detectable in the transmitting index animal ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) but was present in 75% of the contact's viruses shortly after transmission ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). We cannot exclude the possibility that PB2 A684D was transmitted at very low frequency, but these data suggest that it likely arose de novo in the contact animal.

PA V253M and PB2 A684D were maintained at high frequencies in the Mut virus ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and 2D). We also identified a mutation encoding threonine-to-isoleucine at position 232 of the nucleoprotein (NP) in contact animal 3 ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}E, broken trace). This mutation was not detectable in index animal 3 before transmission, indicating that it likely arose early after transmission. Interestingly, neither PA V253M nor PB2 A684D were found to enhance polymerase activity when introduced into the 1918-like avian virus backbone (with or without PB2 E627K) either separately or together ([@bib43]). Thus, airborne transmission can greatly alter the viral population, allowing even minor variants to become dominant in subsequent generations despite lacking a measurable fitness benefit. Further, new variants can rapidly emerge de novo after transmission.

HA Nucleotide Diversity Increases during Replication {#sec2.4}
----------------------------------------------------

To more directly measure selection during mammalian adaptation, we calculated π, the nucleotide diversity of viral populations in all index animals ([@bib24]). π quantifies the average number of pairwise differences per nucleotide site among a set of sequences. Comparing the frequencies of synonymous (silent) and nonsynonymous (amino-acid-changing) polymorphisms, denoted πS and πN, respectively, allows us to evaluate the impact of natural selection. πS \> πN indicates that, on average, purifying selection is acting to remove deleterious mutations, while πN \> πS indicates that diversifying selection is favoring new mutations. Effectively equal levels of πN and πS suggest that allele frequencies are determined primarily by genetic drift.

The influenza genome in index animals infected with the HA190D225D and Mut viruses is generally under purifying selection: πS was significantly greater than πN for almost every viral gene, except for NS2/NEP in the Mut index animals (p \< 0.01 or p \< 0.001, [Tables 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Strikingly, the exception to this pattern was the 344-codon HA1 region of HA. πN/πS ratios for HA1 were \>1 at every time point in each index animal (range = 1.128--3.077, [Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), likely primarily due to high-frequency SNPs in codons 113, 187, 225, and 265, although there were also 6--7 nonsynonymous HA1 SNPs present between 1%--13% ([Table S3](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Average HA1 πN/πS \> 1 in HA190D225D and Mut index animals when all time points are combined (mean πN/πS = 1.718 and 2.007, respectively; p \< 0.001, [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). These data provide further indication that diversification in HA1 is strongly favored in index animals.Table 1Mean Synonymous and Nonsynonymous Nucleotide Diversity ± SE in Influenza GenesGroupIndex/ContactGenePB2PB1PAHA1HA2NPNAM1M2NS1NS2/NEPHA190D225DIndexπ~N~0.00100 ± 0.000080.00099 ± 0.000100.00092 ± 0.000060.00196 ± 0.000110.00171 ± 0.000100.00093 ± 0.000040.00109 ± 0.000050.00085 ± 0.000050.00059 ± 0.000050.00094 ± 0.000080.00055 ± 0.00005π~S~0.00143 ± 0.000130.00142 ± 0.000130.00147 ± 0.000120.00127 ± 0.000090.00139 ± 0.000110.00154 ± 0.000100.00156 ± 0.000120.00198 ± 0.000130.00351 ± 0.000340.00140 ± 0.000190.00093 ± 0.00012π~N~/π~S~0.699^∗∗∗^0.697^∗∗∗^0.626^∗∗∗^1.543^∗∗∗^[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}1.230^∗∗^[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.604^∗∗∗^0.699^∗∗∗^0.429^∗∗∗^0.168^∗∗∗^0.671^∗^0.591^∗∗∗^Contactπ~N~0.00118 ± 0.000290.00111 ± 0.000030.00116 ± 0.000200.00213 ± 0.000270.00093 ± 0.000190.00096 ± 0.000200.00108 ± 0.000260.00087 ± 0.000190.00063 ± 0.000170.00081 ± 0.000230.00053 ± 0.00014π~S~0.00141 ± 0.000440.00194 ± 0.000090.00146 ± 0.000360.00124 ± 0.000320.00163 ± 0.000400.00168 ± 0.000250.00137 ± 0.000410.00112 ± 0.000400.00116 ± 0.000240.00123 ± 0.000360.00103 ± 0.00039π~N~/π~S~0.8370.572^∗∗^0.7941.718[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.5710.571^∗∗^0.7880.7770.543^∗^0.6590.515MutIndexπ~N~0.00098 ± 0.000040.00078 ± 0.000080.00081 ± 0.000070.00277 ± 0.000200.00075 ± 0.000080.00075 ± 0.000050.00088 ± 0.000080.00072 ± 0.000050.00063 ± 0.000060.00079 ± 0.000050.00065 ± 0.00012π~S~0.00132 ± 0.000080.00139 ± 0.000100.00139 ± 0.000130.00138 ± 0.000110.00170 ± 0.000130.00148 ± 0.000100.00161 ± 0.000170.00139 ± 0.000090.00092 ± 0.000100.00156 ± 0.000210.00085 ± 0.00013π~N~/π~S~0.742^∗∗∗^0.561^∗∗∗^0.583^∗∗∗^2.007^∗∗∗^[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}0.441^∗∗∗^0.507^∗∗∗^0.547^∗∗^0.518^∗∗∗^0.685^∗∗^0.506^∗∗^0.765Contactπ~N~0.00079 ± 0.000150.00076 ± 0.000100.00081 ± 0.000150.00093 ± 0.000260.00076 ± 0.000120.00080 ± 0.000080.00065 ± 0.000120.00063 ± 0.000070.00036 ± 0.000050.00072 ± 0.000090.00042 ± 0.00005π~S~0.00103 ± 0.000190.00133 ± 0.000160.00131 ± 0.000240.00105 ± 0.000160.00132 ± 0.000100.00126 ± 0.000160.00113 ± 0.000200.00101 ± 0.000120.00073 ± 0.000050.00108 ± 0.000130.00071 ± 0.00005π~N~/π~S~0.7670.571^∗∗^0.618^∗∗^0.8860.576^∗∗^0.635^∗∗^0.575^∗∗^0.624^∗∗^0.493^∗∗∗^0.667^∗∗^0.592^∗∗^[^1][^2]

Sliding Window Analysis Reveals Selection Acting at Specific Sites in HA and Polymerase {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess whether selection was promoting polymorphism across the entire HA gene, or acting at a few discrete sites, we re-calculated πN and πS using a sliding window of 150 nucleotides (50 codons) and a step size of 3 nucleotides (1 codon). In all index animals, HA1 had several prominent πN peaks ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} A, 3B, and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A--S4C) near S113N, I187T, G225D, and D265V ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C and 3D). Similar peaks were also apparent in several viruses at PA V253M and PB2 A684D ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, 3B, and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A--S5C). These data suggest that selection favors accumulation of mutations at a few specific sites during avian virus replication in mammals.Figure 3Sliding Window Analysis to Detect Sites Likely under Positive SelectionπN (solid lines) and πS (dashed lines) were calculated for the genome using a 50-codon window and 1-codon step. Gene segments are shown as a contiguous "coding region" and denoted in different colors. Two example time points shown; see [Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more information.(A) On day 5 in HA190D225D index animal 3, the largest πN peaks are in HA.(B) On day 1 in Mut index animal 1, distinct πN peaks appear in PB2 (corresponding to PB2 A684D), PA (corresponding to PA V263M), and several sites in HA.(C and D) Close views of HA in HA190D225D index animal 3, day 5 (C) and index animal 1, day 1 (D) show πN peaks near indicated sites in HA1 and/or HA2.

πN peaks also occurred in HA2 in HA190D225D index animals ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and 3C). These peaks result from low-frequency nonsynonymous SNPs (between 1% and 10% in the population) at HA2 amino acid positions 50, 65, 67, 69, 85, and 90, corresponding to elevated πN/πS (range = 1.237--2.400) at several time points ([Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This signal disappears after the first transmission event. We speculate that diversification may be favored in the HA190D225D HA stalk domain as a means of modulating stability. Once additional HA mutations accumulate, as in the Mut virus, diversification may no longer be favored. The functional impact of these HA2 mutations is not clear, but these data further support the hypothesis that the early stages of mammalian adaptation are marked by HA diversification.

Haplotype Diversity Increases during Viral Replication {#sec2.6}
------------------------------------------------------

Our analyses thus far have considered individual mutations in isolation, but complex traits like receptor binding are likely to be conferred by combinations of mutations. We use the term "haplotype" to denote a set of mutations that co-occur on the same DNA molecule. If a given set of mutations is beneficial, we would expect the frequency of haplotypes containing those variants to increase. To test whether selection favored specific HA haplotypes, we used LinkGE, a computational tool we developed and validated previously ([@bib44]), which enumerates combinations of nucleotides at specified sites in deep sequencing data. We assessed all polymorphic sites in HA1 detected more than once, resulting in a final query of 12 sites (see [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Tables S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#mmc6){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Haplotype diversity expanded dramatically during viral replication. Two haplotypes were present during initial HA190D225D infection in the index animal, but five were present by day 5 ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} A). Similarly, 3--5 HA haplotypes were present in the Mut virus on day 1, rising to 9--10 on day 3, and 12--14 on day 5 ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B and 4C). By day 5, no HA haplotype was present above 30% in index animals. In agreement, Shannon entropy in HA dramatically increased over time in index animals ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E and 4F).Figure 4HA Genetic Diversity Assessed by Haplotype AnalysisHaplotypes were defined using LinkGE to query 12 nucleotide positions corresponding to amino acids 113, 145, 159, 187, 189, 190, 192, 225, and 265. Each color represents a unique, arbitrarily numbered haplotype. Numbers above each bar indicate number of haplotypes detected in that time point. Due to limits on read length, sites were queried with two overlapping windows. Window 1 data are shown; see [Tables S4](#mmc5){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#mmc6){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more information.(A) Haplotypes detected in HA190D225D animals.(B and C) Haplotypes detected in Mut pairs 1 (B) and 3 (C).(D--F) Haplotype diversity was quantified using Shannon entropy as described in the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for HA190D225D pair 3 (D), Mut pair 1 (E), and Mut pair 3 (F). Solid lines, index animals; dashed lines, contact animals.

HA190D225D Virus Transmission Involves a Loose Bottleneck {#sec2.7}
---------------------------------------------------------

The number and diversity of viruses founding infection provide the starting point for further within-host evolution. Transmission of only a few virions would result in a founder effect, with reduced diversity across the entire viral genome; this effect does not necessarily involve natural selection. Selection favoring transmission of specific variants might be observed as a reduction in diversity localized to the selected region or gene segment. Fixation of advantageous alleles by selection and the resulting reduction in linked nucleotide diversity is called a selective sweep ([@bib25]). Strong selection during transmission could favor the emergence of mammalian-transmissible viruses, while strong founder effects might impose a barrier to host switching. To differentiate among these processes, we calculated πN and πS across the viral genome at time points surrounding transmission. As we cannot know the exact day on which contact animals became infected, we evaluated viruses in the contact animal at the first time point at which virus was detectable and the corresponding time point in the index animal. To ensure that this choice did not significantly impact our results, we also performed these analyses using the index animal day 3 viruses.

Transmission of HA190D225D resulted in a slight reduction in both πN and πS across most of the genome ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} A, [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A, and S5D) that was significant overall (F~10,\ 22~ = 2.50, p = 0.035 for πN; F~10,\ 22~ = 3.32, p = 0.009 for πS). The mean difference in πN between index and contact animals was significantly greater for HA2 than for all other genes (Dunnett's test, 5% family error rate; [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B), most likely due to the loss of a large number of low-frequency SNPs in HA2 present in the index animal before transmission. Selection may favor diversification in HA2 during viral replication, but the loss of low-frequency SNPs suggests that they are not favored for transmission.Figure 5Characterizing Transmission Bottlenecks(A--F) πN and πS were calculated for each viral gene in each animal in the transmitting pairs; values at day 5 after infection/contact are shown for HA190D225D pair 3 (A). Differences in πN and πS between index and contact animals were compared using pooled time points; mean differences ± SEM are shown. See the [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more information. Differences for HA190D225D pair 3 are shown in (B). πN and πS values at day 5 for Mut pair 1 (C) and differences in πN and πS between index and contact animals for Mut pair 1 (D). πN and πS values at day 5 for Mut pair 1 (E) and differences in πN and πS between index and contact animals for Mut pair 1 (F).

The two most prevalent HA haplotypes in the HA190D225D index animal were present after transmission in the contact ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A), and there was only a minimal reduction in haplotype diversity (entropy = 1.27 versus 0.922, [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). These data together suggest that HA190D225D transmission involved a loose genetic bottleneck. This could indicate that infection in the contact was founded by a large viral inoculum. The relatively low transmission efficiency of HA190D225D may also suggest that no one variant was most fit for mammalian transmission and that a larger, heterogeneous population of "less fit" viruses may have been required to found airborne infection.

Patterns of selection in the HA190D225D contact animal were similar to those observed in the index. πN/πS ratios in the contact remained \<1 in almost all genes except HA1, which retained its signature of diversifying selection throughout infection ([Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, differences in mean πN and πS values did not attain statistical significance except in PB1, NP, and M2, where πS \> πN, perhaps due to low sample numbers ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Consistent with these findings, HA entropy increased over time in the contact, surpassing haplotype diversity levels present in the index before transmission ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). Together, these data show that much of the genetic diversity in the HA190D225D virus was maintained through transmission and that selection continued to promote HA1 diversification afterward.

Mut Virus Transmission Involves Selective Sweeps on HA1 {#sec2.8}
-------------------------------------------------------

During the next set of experiments, transmission frequency increased to 2/3 ferret pairs. Although these sample sizes are low, this suggests that the Mut virus may have evolved increased fitness for mammalian infection. Patterns of viral sequence diversity were strikingly different during Mut transmission. In Mut pair 1, πN and πS were higher or only slightly reduced across the majority of the genome after transmission ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C, [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B, and S5E). In contrast, HA1 experienced a reduction in πN that was significantly larger than the reduction in the rest of the genome; mean πS changes were not significantly different between index and contact animals (F ~10,\ 22~ = 0.27; p = 0.982; [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D). Accordingly, we detected only one HA haplotype shortly after transmission ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B), and entropy was drastically reduced ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E).

In Mut pair 3, unlike pair 1, transmission reduced diversity in multiple gene segments. However, similar to Mut pair 1, the most striking reduction occurred in HA1 ([Figures 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E, [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C, and S5F), in which πN was 86% lower after transmission. Mean πN difference was significantly greater in HA1 than in other genes (F~10,\ 22~ = 7.56; p \< 0.001; Dunnett's test, 0.1% level; [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F). Again, there were no significant differences in the change in πS across genes (F~10,\ 22~ = 0.29; p = 0.976; [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F). As in pair 1, only a single HA1 haplotype was detectable immediately after transmission, and entropy dropped from 3.06 to 0 ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F). Notably, different haplotypes were transmitted in pairs 1 and 3: HA D265V and I187T were fixed in pair 1 while HA S113N became fixed in pair 3 ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B and 4C). The transmitted haplotype in pair 1 was present in only 5% of the viral population in the index animal on day 3 ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B), underscoring our previous finding ([@bib44]) that variants present at very low frequencies in a source host can be transmitted by respiratory droplets.

Analysis of πN and πS in viruses infecting Mut contact animals revealed that all the gene segments, including HA1, are under purifying selection after transmission. One exception was in pair 1, where πN/πS was 1.471 in PB2 on day 5, after which the entire genome remained under purifying selection for the duration of infection. In pair 3, a signal of diversifying selection is only detectable on day 5 in HA1 (πN/πS = 1.520, [Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the effects of which are apparent in an expansion of HA haplotypes and increase in entropy on day 9 ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C--4F).

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Elucidating the evolutionary processes that allow certain viruses to cross species barriers is critical for evaluating the pandemic potential of avian influenza viruses. It is becoming increasingly clear that transmission bottlenecks can have a strong impact on influenza virus evolution. One recent study showed that bottleneck stringency was primarily determined by transmission route and that droplet transmission was characterized by non-selective founder effects ([@bib42]). That study used a human-adapted virus containing synonymous barcodes, minimizing the potential role of selection. In contrast, H5N1 virus transmission between ferrets involved a selective bottleneck favoring mutations in HA1 ([@bib44]). Transmission of H7N9 viruses involved tight, attenuating bottlenecks, although the contributions of founder effects versus selection were unknown ([@bib47]).

Replication and transmission of the HA190D225D and Mut viruses in this study can be conceptualized as modeling the progressive adaptation of an avian-like H1N1 virus in mammals. Here we observed two different types of bottlenecks. Much of the genetic variation in HA190D225D was transmitted, and selection continued to favor HA diversification in the contact animal. In contrast, Mut virus transmission involved reductions in genetic diversity that were sharpest in HA1. Patterns of diversity in both Mut pairs suggest that selection for HA1 variants occurred during transmission; the genome-wide reduction in diversity in Mut pair 3 may be a consequence of the combined action of selection on HA1 and a smaller infecting dose than in pair 1. Importantly, the data we observe in the Mut pairs cannot be explained by a founder effect. The increase or maintenance of diversity across the rest of the genome strongly suggests that multiple virions were transmitted, each of which harbored a single HA haplotype packaged with different variants of the other 7 gene segments. Our data therefore indicate that Mut virus transmission involved a selective sweep acting on HA1. We postulate that founder effects could have occurred in this study but that selection for HA1 variants had a greater impact on genetic diversity.

Successful replication and transmission in a novel host is likely accompanied by selection on processes including receptor binding, membrane fusion, interaction with host proteins, escape from restriction factors, and modulation of immune responses. We have shown that selection reduces HA nucleotide diversity during H5N1 reassortant virus transmission in ferrets ([@bib44]), similar to what we observe during transmission of the Mut virus. Although the H5N1 viruses we studied previously had an avian HA, the rest of their genome was derived from a 2009 H1N1 human pandemic isolate, limiting our ability to assess selection acting outside of HA. The present work afforded the opportunity to characterize selection across the entire avian-like influenza genome. An important caveat is that three amino acid substitutions were artificially introduced into the transmissible HA190225D virus. Although both HA E190D and G225D arose naturally before their introduction, PB2 E627K did not, and it is unknown whether these mutations would have become fixed had evolution proceeded organically. The timing of mutation emergence, the identity of adaptive substitutions, and the number of rounds of replication required may have been different if the evolutionary pathway of this particular virus had been completely unaltered. Despite these caveats, we find that selection is primarily confined to HA1, where diversification is strongest at a few sites encoding amino acids in the globular head (113 and 265) and near the sialic acid binding pocket (187, 190, and 225).

The lack of positive selection in the rest of the genome suggests that once the virus is able to replicate efficiently, e.g., once PB2 E627K is introduced, receptor binding and host cell entry may be the most substantial barriers to efficient mammalian transmission. Mammalian adaptation is likely a multi-factorial process and may proceed along different pathways in different genetic backgrounds, but the early, independent generation of HA E190D and G225D and the strong diversifying selection on HA1 observed here are consistent with this hypothesis. Selective sweeps on attachment proteins have been observed in transmission of other viruses, including hepatitis C virus ([@bib3]) and HIV ([@bib8]); positive selection on the SARS coronavirus surface glycoprotein may facilitate transmission from palm civets to humans ([@bib5], [@bib35], [@bib48]). Diversification of receptor binding proteins followed by fixation of advantageous variants may be a common pathway by which viruses evolve transmissibility in new hosts.

Two polymerase mutations arose and became fixed during our study. PB2 A684D was first detectable immediately after transmission ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B), suggesting that it arose de novo in the contact animal. PA V253M, present in only 9% of viruses in the index animal on day 5, was at 73% in the contact immediately after transmission ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). We cannot conclusively determine whether PA V253M was transmitted as a minor variant or arose de novo afterward. What is clear is that these two polymerase mutations drastically changed in frequency during the first transmission event and became fixed for the rest of the study, even though previous functional analyses suggested that these substitutions reduce the processivity of the 1918-like avian polymerase (without PB2 E627K) in vitro ([@bib43]). In the presence of PB2 E627K, these mutations did not alter polymerase activity, suggesting that PB2 E627K was the primary determinant of improved viral replication. Viruses reached similar titer in vivo whether PB2 A684D and PA V253M were at low frequency (HA190D225D index animals) or nearly fixed (Mut index animals; [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}E). These mutations could confer an advantage that we did not directly test (e.g., RNA stability, RNA folding, codon bias). Given our phenotypic data and the known potential for bottlenecks to alter diversity in populations without selection ([@bib9], [@bib42]), perhaps these mutations hitchhiked to high frequency during transmission. These data underscore that fixation of nonsynonymous variants after transmission is not in itself evidence that they are advantageous and agree with a recent study showing that tight bottlenecks during H7N9 virus transmission allowed deleterious variants to remain at high frequency ([@bib47]). Together, our data suggest that for an avian virus to cross species barriers, overcoming the stochastic fluctuation of mutations during transmission bottlenecks may be just as essential as generating a constellation of mammalian-adapting mutations. Fixation or maintenance of non- or maladaptive mutations during airborne transmission may be a previously unappreciated barrier to influenza cross-species transmission.

Although HA S113N, I187T, and D265V are all transmitted, there is no single viral genotype that is shared among all three transmitting pairs. Therefore, in the presence of HA 190D and 225D, there are multiple available evolutionary pathways to mammalian transmission. For any virus lineage, evolving human transmissibility may not require convergence on one specific set of amino acid substitutions. We propose that, because within-host selection appears to maintain polymorphism at a few potentially adaptive sites in HA, the viral population is able to simultaneously explore multiple evolutionary pathways toward a transmissible phenotype. Transmission then selects for beneficial variants, allowing different variants to fix in different hosts.

Our study is limited to a small number of transmission events with one avian-like H1N1 virus lineage evolving in ferrets. Synthesizing our data and previous studies, we offer the following conceptual framework to explain our observations, acknowledging that expanded studies are necessary to confirm its broader application. We propose that the stringency of transmission bottlenecks and the main evolutionary forces driving them may change throughout the host adaptation process. We speculate that at earlier stages of host adaptation, there may not be one "most fit" virus that is able to outcompete the rest of the population after transmission to localized regions of the respiratory tract ([@bib12], [@bib15], [@bib21]). A non-mutually exclusive hypothesis is that a larger inoculum may be required to found infection in the absence of a single highly fit variant. These hypotheses could explain the surprising finding that the first transmission bottleneck was loose, even though relatively few "avian-like" viruses would be expected to be fit for transmission in mammals. Indeed, we speculate that viruses that are well adapted for transmission in a particular host species would again exhibit loose transmission bottlenecks, as most variants would be of similar transmission fitness; the recent observation of loose genetic bottlenecks in transmission of seasonal influenza viruses among human household contacts supports this hypothesis ([@bib29]).

Acquisition of advantageous alleles during the course of initial infection may generate a highly fit variant upon which selection can act during transmission. A tight bottleneck could result from numerous mechanisms, including a small founding population or the ability of a particularly fit variant to outcompete other transmitted virions very early after infection. Initial localized infection by one or a few variants in the contact animal ([@bib12]) could also allow for the early dominance of a particular HA variant that then spreads through the upper respiratory tract. Airborne transmission involves numerous steps that impact the makeup of the viral population in the contact: to found infection, virions expelled by the source host must remain viable in a droplet, be inhaled in the contact, and then successfully replicate. Selection could act on any or all of these stages to influence the bottleneck we observe. Should these hypotheses be supported by future investigations, then defining within-host selection and transmission bottlenecks occurring in a spillover infection could be a way to assess the pandemic potential of emerging viruses: tight bottlenecks that include mammal-adapting variants would be expected to characterize viruses undergoing a transition to efficient transmissibility. It is also plausible that the size and stringency of influenza transmission bottlenecks vary widely due to chance alone, rather than progressive host adaptation. Multiple productive exposures, different routes of transmission, and/or differing infectious doses could have this effect without involving selection. We find this scenario less likely for our data given the signatures of selection in both contact animals in the second transmission event, but it too remains a possibility that merits further exploration.

Experimental Procedures {#sec4}
=======================

Transmission Experiments {#sec4.1}
------------------------

No new transmission experiments were performed for this study. All samples from ferrets infected with 1918-like avian influenza viruses were generated prior to the gain-of-function research pause. This study used viral RNA isolated from nasal wash samples collected from index ferrets on days 1, 3, and 5 post-inoculation and from contact ferrets on days 5, 7, and 9 post-contact as part of a previously described study ([@bib43]). See [Supplemental Experimental Procedures](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for more details.

Sequence Data Generation {#sec4.2}
------------------------

Viral RNA was extracted from nasal wash samples using the RNeasy mini kit and RNase-free DNase set (QIAGEN). RNA was reverse transcribed using the one-step SuperScript III one-step RT-PCR kit (Invitrogen) and amplified by segment-specific PCR (primers listed in [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) using Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs). PCR products were purified from a 1% agarose gel using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN) and eluted in water. Cleaned PCR product was quantified with the Qubit dsDNA HS Assay Kit (Invitrogen) and diluted in DEPC-treated water to a concentration of 0.2 ng/μl, reverse transcribed, amplified, and prepared for sequencing using the Nextera XT Sample Preparation kit. Samples were processed on the Illumina MiSeq with a 500-cycle kit as an 8 pM library with 1% PhiX control.

Sequence Data Analysis {#sec4.3}
----------------------

Fastq files were imported into CLC Genomics Workbench Version 6 (CLC Bio) for analysis. Reads were trimmed using a quality score threshold of Q30 and a minimum length of 100 bases. All reads were mapped to a reference sequence comprised of the cDNA plasmid sequences from the original 1918-like avian stock virus. Variant calling was performed using a frequency threshold of 1% and required a minimum coverage of 100 reads and a central base quality score of Q30 or higher. The average sequence depth acquired for each gene in this dataset was 7,680 ± 6,074.

Diversity Calculation {#sec4.4}
---------------------

The π statistic for measuring nucleotide diversity was calculated using two different methods. The first, as displayed in the manuscript ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Tables 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), calculated the synonymous (πS) and nonsynonymous (πN) nucleotide diversity using SNPGenie ([@bib23]), which adapts [@bib22] method of estimating synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions for next-generation sequencing data ([@bib2], [@bib22], [@bib44]). πN and πS were also independently estimated using PoPoolation version 1.2.2 for comparison ([@bib13]), which is shown in [Table S2](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figures S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A--S5C. Statistical analyses were performed in Minitab or Prism 6.0b for Mac (GraphPad, [www.graphpad.com](http://www.graphpad.com){#intref0010}).

Haplotype Diversity and Shannon Entropy {#sec4.5}
---------------------------------------

Haplotypes were enumerated using the LinkGE software as previously described ([@bib44]). We queried a total of 12 nucleotide positions (400, 507, 550, 634, 640, 644, 648, 653, 747, 748, 749, and 868), which correspond to 9 amino acid positions (113, 145, 159, 187, 189, 190, 192, 225, and 265). We used our haplotype data to calculate a measure of Shannon entropy as previously described ([@bib32]). Entropy, *H*, for a given time, *t*, and a given segment, *s*, was calculated as:$$H\left( {t,s} \right) = - \sum\limits_{i = 1}^{n}{f_{i}\left( {t,s} \right)\ \log_{2}\left\lbrack {f_{i}\left( {t,s} \right)} \right\rbrack},$$where *n* is the total number of haplotypes for time *t* for segment *s*. *f* ~*i*~ is the frequency for haplotype *i* at time *t*. This analysis was performed only for HA in the transmitting pairs.
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Document S1. Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figures S1--S5 Table S1. Primer Sequences Used for PCR, Related to Experimental ProceduresSegments were amplified using specific PCR primers as listed above. Table S2. Selection Promotes Diversification of HA Sequences during Early Mammalian Adaptation and Replication, Related to Table 1πN/πS ratios of infected index and contact ferrets from the groups inoculated with the HA 190D225D stock virus and the Mut virus. Values represent those calculated using one of two methods. The first adapts Nei and Gojobori's (1986) method of estimating synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions from next-generation sequencing data (Nelson et al., 2015). These estimates were performed using deep sequence data subsampled such that each base position is covered by approximately 5,000× coverage. The second set of values represents those calculated from deep sequence data subsampled such that each base position is covered by 1,000× coverage using PoPoolation. For both, red values highlight genes with πN/πS ratios greater than 1, suggesting that diversity is favored at these loci. With the exception of the HA gene, most of the influenza genome is under purifying selection during replication at all time points. Table S3. SNPs Detected in HA in Index and Contact Animals in Both the HA190D225D and Mut Transmitting Pairs, Related to Figure 1Shown is every mutation detected in at least 1% of all sequencing reads for every time point in the index and contact animals in the HA190D225D and Mut transmitting pairs. Amino acid changes are represented in H3 mature peptide numbering as is shown in the manuscript. Mutations occurring within the signal peptide are numbered with reference to the amino acid number within the signal peptide and are denoted by "(SP)" in the amino acid change column. Mutations occurring before the signal peptide are denoted as "non-coding" in the amino acid change column. Nucleotide changes are shown in reference to the original 1918-like avian influenza virus. Syn indicates that the mutation was synonymous, i.e., did not cause a change in amino acid. "SNP" denotes a single nucleotide polymorphism, and "fs" denotes a frameshift mutation. Table S4. Haplotype Identities for HA190D225D Animals, Related to Figure 4We queried every polymorphic nucleotide site in HA that occurred more than once in the study, i.e., in either more than one animal or more than one time point. This resulted in a final query of 12 nucleotide positions (400, 507, 550, 634, 640, 644, 648, 653, 747, 748, 749, and 868), which encode 9 amino acid substitutions (113, 145, 159, 187, 189, 190, 192, 225, and 265). Due to the limits imposed by the average fragment length of the input sequencing library, we were unable to query all of the sites of interest in HA in a single window. We therefore analyzed each sample with two overlapping windows. Window 1 covered 9 nucleotide sites (634, 640, 644, 648, 653, 747, 748, 749, and 868), and window 2 covered 8 nucleotide sites (400, 507, 550, 634, 640, 644, 648, and 653). Each haplotype was given an arbitrary number as shown in the left-most column. For each window, the nucleotide and amino acid positions queried are displayed in the first row in bold. For each unique haplotype, the identity of the nucleotide and corresponding amino acid identified at that position are shown. Table S5. Haplotype Identities for Mut Animals, Related to Figure 4We queried every polymorphic nucleotide site in HA that occurred more than once in the study, i.e., in either more than 1 animal or more than 1 time point. This resulted in a final query of 12 nucleotide positions (400, 507, 550, 634, 640, 644, 648, 653, 747, 748, 749, and 868), which encode 9 amino acid substitutions (113, 145, 159, 187, 189, 190, 192, 225, and 265). Due to the limits imposed by the average fragment length of the input sequencing library, we were unable to query all of the sites of interest in HA in a single window. We therefore analyzed each sample with two overlapping windows. Window 1 covered 11 nucleotide sites (507, 550, 634, 640, 644, 648, 653, 747, 748, 749, and 868), and window 2 covered 11 nucleotide sites (400, 507, 550, 634, 640, 644, 648, 653,747, 748, and 749). Each haplotype was given an arbitrary number as shown in the left-most column. For each window, the nucleotide and amino acid positions queried are displayed in the first row in bold. For each unique haplotype, the identity of the nucleotide and corresponding amino acid identified at that position are shown. Document S2. Article plus Supplemental Information
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[^1]: Mean πN (synonymous) and πS (nonsynonymous) ± SE are shown for each viral gene in each group. All time points for each group were combined. Results of paired t tests of the null hypothesis that *π*~*S*~ = *π*~*N*~: ^∗^p \< 0.05, ^∗∗^p \< 0.01, ^∗∗∗^p \< 0.001.

[^2]: Genes for which *π*~*N*~ is significantly greater than *π*~*S*~.
